August 20, 2012
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
StoneRidge Corporation’s Bryce Roberts Presenting “Java Methods to Improve Velocity
Scripts” at 2012 Cascade User Conference
ATLANTA, GA – StoneRidge Corporation, a premium provider of enterprise technology
solutions, has announced that Bryce Roberts, a senior software engineer with the company, will
be presenting a session at Hannon Hill’s 7th Annual User Conference, scheduled for September
16-18, 2012 at Georgia Tech’s Global Learning Center in Atlanta.
Roberts will deliver his session, “Using Java Methods to Improve Velocity Scripts”, on Monday,
September 17 at 4:15pm. During the presentation, he will discuss how Velocity users have
access to the methods of the underlying Java classes for each Velocity variable. These classes
provide the developer with ways to accomplish goals which otherwise would be extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to achieve programmatically. Learning objectives for Roberts’
presentation are (1) understanding how to “call” methods with a Velocity variable; (2) making a
macro to invoke a method while ignoring its return; (3) programmatically adding Google
Analytics tracking code to WYSIWIG content; and (4) programmatically calculating a color
schema based on user input.
Roberts, a senior software engineer at StoneRidge Corporation, holds a Masters of Science in
Public Health from the University of Alabama at Birmingham and a Masters of Science in
Pharmaceutical Science from the University of Florida. He is involved in numerous ongoing
projects ranging from developing responsive designs to custom data tracking applications. Past
development projects include custom web-based committee management applications, data
collection tools for higher education accreditation, and statistical modeling for pharmaceutical
trials. In addition to software development, Roberts has authored scholarly articles on topics
including the treatment of FGIDs with SSRIs, ‘recovery’ from autism, and teacher education.
Visit Hannon Hill’s website to register or learn more about this year’s Cascade User
Conference.
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www.StoneRidge.net or call 770-509-0022.
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